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Mexican-Americans
say labor exploited

ensemble

It Barbara Doheny
Daily Ntatt wnter
Waving banners and chanting "paz y justicia" (peace and jus
ticc), about 50 local members of the Movimicnto Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan, including SJSU students, demonstrated Frida)
night at Apple Computer’s Cupertino headquarters to support a
recently announced boycott of Apple products.
The boycott was called by the Service Employees International
Union last week to underscore allegations of hazardous working
conditions, low wages and sexual harassment suffered by employees of Shine Building Maintenance, Inc., Apple’s non-union janitorial service.
Apple has taken a neutral stand on the issue. "It is a dispute
between Shine and the union," according to Apple spokeswoman
Barbara Krause.
Shine has filed charges of unfair labor practices against the union
with the National Labor Relations Board since last year, according
to attorney Amy Lambert.
According to an NLRB decision last winter, she said, "they are
not to engage in pressure or coercion on Apple Computer or other
clients of Shine where the goal is to force that employer to cease
doing business with Shine."
Eight to 10 SJSU MEChA members ended a day of fasting at the
demonstration, according to Alberto Jimenez-Howell, a coordinator
of the event.
They joined representatives from schools including De Anza
College, Hartnett Community College, Santa Clara University and
Stanford University.
"I see the janitors as the field workers of the urban cities," said
MEChA member Anabel Ibanez. ’This fast is not a fast for the jan
itors to get a union. It’s a fast for justice."
"Apple is allowing Latino men and women to be exploited," Jon
Barton, spokesman of SEIU Local 1887, said.
See BOYCO7T, Page 3

Focus of volunteers
helping the hungry
Students work in soup kitchens for poor
By Jason Rothman
Datly suit 55 nit,

SJSU students are volunteering
their time each week to feed homeless people in San Jose shelters.
Some of the volunteers for
litingerfcst ’91, coordinated by
Community Concepts 157 and the
Campus Ministry, go to shelters in
the area, cook, serve and cat food
with the people for whom they are
volunteering their time.
The people "were so nice," said
junior social work major Jamie
Can. "I thought that the people in
the shelters were mentally disabled,
but they arc people just down on
their luck."
She added that the experience
shattered a lot of myths she had
held about homeless people.

"Every day they are looking for
jobs, and every night they arc using
the shelters, phone calling for jobs."
Rev. Penny Mann of the
Campus Ministry started getting
people to volunteer their time at the
shelters for the purpose of addressing world and local hunger problems. The class doesn’t stop feeding the homeless when the holidays
are over, hut continues through the
school year. Some of the students
volunteer their time during the
slimmer.

"In the soup kitchens, people
volunteer their time and not only do
they cook their food but they also
talk with the people," Mann said.
"They have a hunger for companionship as well as hunger for fixxl.
"It is important to meet the people personally, and to be a citizen
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Job description, campus input top SJSU
presidential search chairman’s priority list
By Nicholas D. Smith
Dally staff wnter

’The man responsible for finding MU
presidential candidates said Monday that
his first priorities arc listening to what the
university wants in a president and making
the president’s job description more specific
to SJSU.
Charles B. Neff, the presidential search
firm consultant, said the three steps of the
process would be searching, screening and
selection.
Neff said he wanted to gain as much
information as possible about the needs at
SJSU before speaking to prospective candidates and will be meeting with the search
committee today.
After a few long periods during which
no one spoke, Monday’s presidential selection Comm ended early.
Neff said it would take a while before

he’d gain enough inliwniatain to reline the
job description. "No one meeting provides
all the information," he said.
The open forum, held in a sparsely filled
auditorium in the Engineering Building.
was criticized by some for the lack of publicity given to the hastily planned meeting
which drew about 25 people.
Bobbye Ciorenberg, chairwoman of the
academic senate, moderated the event and
agreed that the meeting was not promoted
thoroughly and said she would like to see a
better-promoted open forum within a week.
Gorenberg said she would bring up the
idea at today’s meeting.
Political science instructor Ted Norton
said things at SJSU arc running smoothly
for the most part and wanted a president
who could maintain that. The president
should be misted, he said.
Brian Augusta, assistant director of the
Environmental Resource Center, expressed
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EDITORIAL
Grant workers unpaid
leave for emergencies
Big companies owe
employees some
consideration
is it
going to take
What
to milk a
little
compassion
out of President Bush?
Before him stands a piece of
legislation that would allow
workers to ask for up to 12
weeks of unpaid leave for
serious medical or family
emergencies, but the
president has already
threatened to veto it.
According to the San Jose Mercury
News, "Bush says he supports family
leave in principle, but objects to the
government telling employers how to do
It."
We feel that side-stepping an issue of
such importance is irresponsible and
even hypocritical, since our government
has and always will have a hand in
economics.
From raising income taxes and
lowering corporate taxes to encouraging
credit-card companies to lower their
interest rates, Bush has proven time and
time again that he does indeed want to

tell employers "how to do it."
This bill would only affect the five
percent of employers with 50 or more
workers, which comprises about half of
the American work force.
Companies this large are more than
capable of absorbing the duties of
workers on leave, especially when the
cost of the leave is nil. Temporary
agencies like Manpower, Jobs Unlimited
Inc. and Interglobal Temporary Services
were virtually created to supply
companies with replacement personnel,
so there will always be able-bodied
people to do the work.
As for the other 95 percent of
American companies, they would remain
unaffected by the legislation. Another
San Jose Mercury News article stated
that Bush vetoed a "more generous"
article last year, yet we feel he has no
recourse but to accept the current bill.
There would be minor cost to the
company. The public supports the bill,
both the Democrats and the Republicans
in Congress voted on it favorably and
only a tiny fraction of American
employers will be affected by the
legislation. With this much support, we
strongly urge the President to take the
initiative to pass this bill into law.
How can Bush not sympathize with
workers (and potential voters) in dire
need? And this bill will not let just
anyone take time off from the job, either.
The worker can only apply for leave if
he/she or a close family member is
seriously ill, or if a newly adopted or
new-born child needs care, and even then
doctor certification is required.
Sign the bill, Bush.

SO ... WHAT’S YOUR
Brooke Shelby Biggs
POINT?

Fall winds sweep summer
If you listen carefully you
Shhh.
can hear the seasons change. I
awoke one morning last week to
a low, wavering hum which
tried in vain to lure me back to
sleep, without regard for my day’s
obligations at school.
It was the wind, finding a voice on the
harp strings of the wire-mesh screen of
my window. When its breath passed the
chords, it worked its way through the
folds of my blankets, searching for the
unprotected skin of a fool who hadn’t
realized autumn was upon her.
I gathered the covers about my chin to
ward off the wind, but still my nose
ached vaguely with a chill.
So I raced for the closet in my dusty
robe and sweats. I unstuck the
temperature gauge of the shower, which
had remained for months on the same
luke-warm setting, aiming the faint arrow
indicator nearer the "H."
Under the cascade of cozy water, I
washed off the goosebumps. I savored
inhaling the steam-thick air perfumed
with soap and shampoo that filled every
crevice in the bathroom.
I scooted out and shot toward the
closet, searching in the dark recesses for
that turtleneck and wool sweater that
were abandoned at first sun in April.
I headed out into the elements which
had made their presence known inside
my apartment, bound for a dose of
political science.
A gnarled, dry, chilled maple leaf
skittered and tumbled madly across the
parking lot, its race with the frigid breeze
ending in shattering disaster as it met the
unsympathetic rubber of my truck’s tire.
On campus, I watched the wind
frantically whip the lamppost banners
trumpeting SJSU homecoming. The air
constricted the pores on my face, and
scrubbed my eardrums.
Even young joints stiffened slightly,
noses reddened and ears felt the bite of

On campus, I watched
the wind frantically
whip the lamppost
banners trumpeting
SISU homecoming. The
air constricted the
pores on my face, and
scrubbed my eardrums
the first early low-pressure trough over
the valley.
A welcome freshness to the air lifted
eyelids and tipped nostrils skyward. You
could still see the air, but the hue had
faded from sienna to beige, which is as
good as crystal for Santa Clara Valley
folks.
Schizophrenic clouds danced in the
sky, looming like wolves peeking over
the early afternoon horizon, then
dispersing into paint-stroke wisps,
seducing work-bound people to surrender
schedules to daydream with them.
There was something inspiring, even
for cynics and post-Thomas hearings
liberals, in seeing an American flag atop
a downtown high-rise whipped crisp and
flat in a fall breeze against that indigoand-cream backdrop.
I flipped up the collar on my jacket,
shrugged my shoulders around my
earlobes and headed into the classroom.
My eyes and mind finally cleared of
the cobwebs that had accumulated there
for six hot still months, I filled and
emptied my lungs, and absorbed this gift
of mid-semester fresh start.
Brooke Shelby Biggs is the Daily
executive editor. Her column appears
every Tuesday.
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CAMPUS VIEWPOINT
CUTTING IRA FUNDING-CON

S1,11.111

Blair!). Whitney

Crossed communication causes furor
student government has voted to
The
cut funding to student programs and
a lot of people arc very upset. There
are many valid concerns that should
be addressed, but let’s recognize the issues.
Last spring, a student election was held to
raise (by 300 percent) the IRA fee on our
campus. The election was a sincere effort to
overcome the crises facing the IRA programs and this campus.
The vote passed, thanks to the overwhelming support of hundreds of students
who voted to substantially increase the support for these programs. Now that the IRA
fee has been increased, the student government has voted to cut their support for these
IRA programs (which they had started supporting as part of a 1986 deal to raise the
separate Associated Students fee).
We cannot reasonably expect our student
government to accomplish what the state
government has not. The state’s budget crisis
is producing cuts across campus, limiting
our class choices and threatening many valuable programs.
To get through these tough times, we
need to pull together and not turn on eak;,
other. The students did pull together last
spring and made an important statement
when they voted to increase substantially the
level of the campus IRA fee (to $20 per
semester).
That election was an attempt to address
the needs of this campus, and support programs that have been under-funded for years.
The hope we all had was that the increased
fee would also help these programs survive
the budget cuts we saw looming (since many
of them also relied on departmental support
that came from state money). These pro-

When we saw the needs on this campus
grams arc an important part ()I’ this campus,
and should be preserved through the state’s la .1 year, we worked toward a solution to
that crises (through the IRA fee increase). If
budget crises that has come upon us.
The student government should not feel this year’s student government had worked
empowered to selectively re -interpret the out some better means of serving students
IRA election as a mandate to cut these pro- and worked toward that, their action would
grams from their budget, and devalue the be more understandable.
Instead, they seem to only want to discuss
statement made by the students when they
their plans with administrators like
voted. No one voted for that.
The Associated Students chose not to Academic Vice President Okerlund, and
consult or involve any of the students that President Evans. It’s nice to be able to work
would be affected in their decision to make with the administration, but not in place of
these cuts. That’s not a responsible way to working with students.
After Athletics and the old fee allocarepresent students. In fact, the action was
veiled deceptively on their agenda under tions, the new IRA money has been whittled
"1992-93 Budget Stipulation."
down to around $300,000. Cutting the A.S.
The reason the organization is required to support for IRA programs shifts $140,000
post an agenda is to invite public input, and immediately. That leaves $160,000 to be
the manner in which this was put on the agen- stretched to accommodate all of the needs of
da served to stifle input. By the manner they the underfunded groups, the shortfalls from
approached this issue, the student government the budget crises and the requests from new
has invited the confrontation and caused con- groups that emerge to qualify and compete
for funding. That doesn’t sound like the
fusion that they are now faced with.
The motivation for the action itself is also increase the stu(ienks voted for.
A phase out over a few years would be
questionable. Unlike the rest of the campus,
the Associated Students will not be affected more responsible and fair, if they have to cut
by the budget crises (since they automatical- these programs at all. Another suggestion
ly get their funds from our student registra- would be that they rescind this action, and
not reconsider it until after the IRA committion Ices).
The student government did not take this tee has given out their funding,and people
action because they were hard-pressed for know where they stand.
I don’t think it’s reasonable to ask people
cash. In recent actions, these same "student
leaders" found themselves with an excess of to trust the smilent goveniment about this, so
more than $230,000 from their general fund why not nialse some extra effort to show sinand the removal of athletics from their bud- cerity and concern.
get.
Now they have cut programs that serve Blair I). Whitney is a former A.S.
thousands of students to free up an addition- member and was Chair of the 199/ /Hi
al $140,000. What do they plan to do fee election task force. He is a junior
instead?
majoring in English.

Forum page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily
Forum page. Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff, faculty and
others who are interested in the university at
large.
Any letter or column for the Forum page
must be turned in to the Letters to the Editor
box in the Spartan daily newsroom, WLN
104, during office hours.
Submissions may also be mailed to the
Forum Editor, the Spartan Daily, department
of mass communications, San Jose State
University, San Jose, CA 95192-0149.

Articles and letters must contain the author’s
name, phone number, address, class standing
and major (if a student).
Contributions must be typed or submitted
on 3.5" Macintosh -compatible disc
(Microsoft Word).
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and will be edited for grammar, libel, spelling and length. Categories
available to non-daily staffers are:
Campus voice: 300-500 word essays on
current campus, political or personal issues.
Submissions should be well researched.
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Letters to the Editor: Up to 2(() words
responding to Spartan Daily articles or calling attention to a particular issue or point of
view.
Reporters/Editors forum: Opinion pieces
written by Spartan Daily staff writers/editui
which do not necessarily represent the viox s
of the Spartan Daily, the department of mass
communications or SISU.
Reporters are prohibited from writing
opinions on issues they cover for news sections.
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THEATER ARTS DEPT.: "Mass
Appeal," 4 p.m., Studio Theata @
11(1/1 103, call 924-4530.
STUDENT HEALTH
SERV ICES: Information table for the
Great American Smokeout (Nov. 21),
11 a.m., Student Health Services, AYH
and faculty dining room, call
924-6119.

ART DEPT.: Student gallery art
shows reception, 6 p.m.. ART; Shows
through Nov. 21,9 a.m.. ART; Mathias
Van Hesenians’ M.A. show through
Nov. 22,6 p.m., ART Gallery Two:
Out of Context" Design faculty show.
11 a.m. (6 p.m. Tuesdays only),
Monday through Thursday, through
Dec. 12., ART Gallery (Me; Lecture
series: Photographer Sono Osata, 5
pin.. ART 133, call 924-4328 or

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN
CENTER: Hunger fest/Resource
fair-videos and information on hunger,
10 a.m., Art Quad, call 2911-0204.
H.B.A.: FIBA alumni banquet open to
all students, keynote speaker: Armando
Garcia, 6 p.m. cocktails, 7 p.m. dinner,
8 p.m. program, SJSU Alumni
University Room, call 924-2707.
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Brown bag
lunch with editorial panel, noon, WLN
131, call 924-3280.

024-4330.

%I IRKETING CLUB: Pizza
sos ial/general meeting, 3 p.m., S.U.
Alniaden Room, call 243-3497.
GOLDEN KEY NAT’L HONOR
SOCIETY: Food drive all week, 8
a.m., front of Student Union; Officer
elections, 6 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
R1,1 nn. call 268-1579 Of 287-2735.

SC TA: Doris Dation, resource teacher
at Greystone Elementary in the San
Jose Unified district, noon, SH 331,
call 379-7826.
HUMAN RESOURCE MGMT.
CLUB: Club meeting and guest
speaker, 5 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room,
call 867-0841.
AACF: Thanksgiving potluck dinner,
7 p.m., S.U. Costarioan Room; Large
group meeting, 7 p.m., S.U. Costonoan
Room. call 295-5360,286-6427 or
438-7586.
PRE-LAW ASSOC.: Meeting with
speaker: Dr. Ken Salter on 8 classes
that prepare you for law school, 5:45
p.m., S.U. Almaden Room, call
438-7586.
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY: Seminar
on final M.S. by Joel Swanson, 4:30
p.m., DH 250, call 924-5000.

1(4-avisom2o

BAPTIST STUDENT
MINISTRIF.S: Sack lunch
get-together, 11.30 p.m.. BBQ pit next
to CUB, call 923-5838.
ERC: Teach-in on CSU Chancellor
Barry Munitz- "Your education could
be next," S.U. Pacheco Room, 1:30
p.m., call 924-9467.
ADVERTISING CLUB: Magazine
advertising- Sunset Magazine. 6 p.m.,
S.U. Umunhum Room, call 924-3270
or 265-1464.
CLUB LUSITANIA: Club meeting,
1:30 p.m.. A.S. Council Chambers, call
946-2561).
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Brown bag lunch:
Planning a career in your maw, noon,
S.U. Montalvo Room, call 924-5931.
A.L.E.R.T.: Meeting at 6 p.m., EOP
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tutorial area in Mk’, call 92,1 2591.
HUMAN RELATIONS
ADVISORY BOARD:
Teleconference on diversity. 10 a.m.,
IRC 302, call 924-2575 or 924-2250.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB: Debate on
sexual harassment, 7 p.m., ENG 341,
call 924-5331.
CAREER PLANNING bt
PLACEMENT: Co-op orientation, 1
p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room. Career
options for technical writers, 1:30 p.m.,
call 924-6033.
LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY:
Meeting, 6 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
Room, call 356-9502
FANTASY/STRATEGY CLUB:
Meeting. 5:30 p.m.. S.0 Costalioai,
Room, call 924-7097.
STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES: Great American
Smokeout 1991: Pick up quit-kits,10
a.m., Health Bldg.; Info tables, I I am.,

Sioacitt Union, WYK V( Jibing room,
University Club & Student Health
Service, call 924-6119.
NPPA: Meeting with Scott Henry,
chief photographer, 7:30 p.m., A.S.
Council Chambers, call 924-3245.
CAMPUS DEMOCRATS:
Congress,. mum Barbara Boxer,
candidate for U.S. Senate, 10:30 cm..
EN(, 189, call 283-5606.
STUDENTS FOR A
RESPONSIBLE CHANCELLOR:
Teas tin on Chancellor Barry Munitz,
1:30 pin.. S.0 Pacheco Room, call
283-5606.
M.E.C.H.A.: General Hireling, guest
speaker Charley Trujello, author
Soldados Chicanos in Vietnam, 6 p.m.,
Chicano Resource Center.
COMMUNICATIONS 40: Debate:
"Should drugs be legalized?" 4 p.m.,
S.O. Costanoan Room., call (510)
226-0571

CADET: Not ’police wanna-bes’
From front Page

.ynn nson t y 0 photograph,.
Cadets sworn in by University Police Chief Richard Abeyta

They are required to put in a minimum 01 12 volunteer hours per month,
but they usually work more. "Most
cadets put in 20 hours a month easily,"
Doyle said.
Even though the job doesn’t pay and
the training and discipline resemble that
in the military, cadets say they enjoy
their jobs because it prepares them for
police work.
"It gives people with an interest in
law enforcement a chance to learn what
law enforcement is all about," Mark
Williams, a 21 -year old administration
of justice major, said. Williams said he
is working toward becoming a federal
agent.
John Budiao, 21, a junior criminal
justice major said people poke fun at
cadets sometimes, saying things like,
"Where’s your gun?" or accusing them
of being "police wanna-bes." He said
the experience is worth it, however.
"In the classroom, you get all the

theories and all the background, but
they never teach you how to be in uniform," he said.
Abeyta donned full uniform for
Friday night’s graduation. Before ushering in the fresh batch of nine youthful
cadets, he inspected them as they stood
silently at attention in the hall.
When they heard the "company dismissed" order, the graduates heaved a
collective sigh and rekvied their stance.
Inside room 206 of Washington
Square Hall, Abeyta addressed the
cadets-to-be in a fatherly manner.
"You have some big shoes to fill," he
said. "I expect you to conduct yourselves professionally. Everywhere you
go, you present the image of this university."
Abeyta also went over the history of
the cadet program.
The program originated in 1982.
One -hundred cadets have graduated
from the UPI) program, some of whom
have gone on to careers in law enforcement, he said.
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Shine did not provide adequate
training or protective equipment for
the cleaning chemicals used by its
employees and offered unaffordable
health insurance, according to Barton.
Employees at Shine average $5.25
hourly and must pay about $150
monthly for full -family insurance coverage, according to Barton. Union
workers average $6.50 hourly with
better benefits, he said.
"The janitors we spoke to were not
even aware of the policy," he added.
A rment audit by the Immigration
and Naturalization Service resulted in
the termination of 130 of 180 Shine
employees, according to Barton.
Barton said the NLRB has found
Shine in violation of the National
Labor Relations Act for terminating
employees attempting to organize a
union.
The company has also been cited
by California’s Occupational Safety
and Health Agency for health and
safety violations, he said.
"We know a lot of these people are
undocumented and they have to take a
lot of verbal abuse," Ibanez said.
"Their supervisors feel they are not
protected and no one will hear their
concerns."
In December of 1990, Shine asked
the NLRB for an election among
Shine employees to detenuine whether
they chose to be represented by the
SE1U, according to Lambert, but the
union tempoiarily blocked an NLRB
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decision by filing charges of unfair
labor practices.
Five of the charges were dismissed
by the NLRB for lack of supporting
evidence, according to Lambert, while
the company chose to settle the
remaining charges without investigation because it was cost-effective.
"There has been no presentation by
the union of any objective evidence to
demonstrate that a majority of Shine
employees want to be represented by
the union," she said.
The typical Apple customer may
not be a union member, but the furn is
still vulnerable to the boycott, according to Barton.
Apple’s appeal to a target audience
of high-tech professionals relies on its
image as a progressive company,
Barton said. "We’re going to affect
that image."
Barton said the Apple boycott will
lay a foundation for greater union
activity in Silicon Valley, where he
estimated 40 percent of janitorial services are unionized.
About 15 Northern California
MEChA organizations voted to support the union at a meeting at De Alva
College Saturday, according to
Jimenez-Howell.
Representatives from each school
will educate their campuses on the
boycou in the coming weeks, he said.
MEChA members believe the
demonstration will seed student support of the boycott around Bay Area
campuses.

who makes sure that everyone has
food to eat," Mann added. "It should
be a part of every student’s college
education."
Each student volunteers two or
three hours a week at the shelters, and
many of the students volunteer up to
three nights a N eek.
Mike Avila, the facility coordinator
for the Cecil 13. White Shelter, said the
students help out for the shelter’s
clientele, which is about 200 people a
night. Only the homeless in the shelter
and those who --icep in front of it are
fed.

While most of their job is voluntary,
cadets earn income by locking up buildings at night, a job which used to he
done by maintenance personnel. They
also earn money by working special
events, Doyle said.
At 5-feet, 5 -inches till, Kristin Hole,
a 20- year-old junior political science
major, was the only woman among the
graduates. The fact that she’s a woman
made no difference with the other cadet
trainees, she said, and her size did not
pose a safety problem.
"My size, in a lot of iiincs, diffuses
the situation because I look non -threatening, she said.
Hole said she is working on ways 10
recruit more women ilit,’ the program.
Near the end of the ceremony, the
cadets went forward to claim their new
brass badges.
As they posed together for pictures
afterward, their faces shone almost as
bright as their nes,: emblems which glistened against their light blue uniforms.

Program Board present
The student help -relieves a lot oi
pressure for the staff," lAvila sad.
Senior social science major.
Richard Johnson, thinks that all students should volunteer their time at
shelters to better understand the problem of homelessness.
"It takes a little time and each individual can help," Johnson said. "B)
going to the shelters, you can get a
great sense of what problems there jr.You meet families and learn thin,
that statistics can’t tell you.
"A lot of people want to help but
they don’t know how," he added. "The
Hungerfest project can help people get
involved."

Wednesday Nite Cinema
"A powerhouse movie...
the work of a truly gifted filmmaker"
Dairtel Lamm. NNVIN/W1171

Governor plans trip to racially
torn city in ‘time for healing’
Gov.
DES MOINES, Iowa
Terry Branstad announced plans
Monday to visit Dubuque to try to
start healing the city from the scars of
cross bumings and racial tension.
The Thanksgiving-eve sisit will be
"a symbol of my commitment and
support for the good folks of
Dubuque." who are being overshadowed by a small number of racists, the
governor said.
Dubuque has been plagued by a
series of cross burnings that began
after the city launched an effort to
attract 100 minority families in the

next lie cars.
Fewer than 1.5 percent of
Dubuque’s 58,000 residents are moll
hers ot minoritv group. ;Ind onl .
about 330 are blacks.
At his regular meeting with
reporters. Branstad said he planned I.
attend a non -denominational pr,o ,
service No 27 that is hong organized
by clinkIi and community leaders.
’1 \s ant it’ be there as part of a process In demolish :Ili a commitment on
tfl
lo h.
tile pall t.I
an.) t,-...pc,1
,
I, he said.
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ISLAM, Christianity
and Today’s Problems
Prophet Muhammed (PBUH) said: I left among you two things if you
hold fast to it, you will not go astray forever,

Guest Speakers

’4111aftlit,

Mohammad Rajab Ally
Hamza Yousuf
Prof. Richard Keady (Dept Religious Studies)
sponsored by Muslim Student Association S.ISt

Thursday, November 21, 6:30pm
Room 189 Engineering Building
complimentary pizza and refreshments served
For more information call Br. Osama Abukhdair 241-0850 (Sr
Br. Shahab Kazi 985-6964
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PETE’S STOP TIRE CENTER
Foreign & Domestic Auto Repair
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SPARTAN BICYCLES

Wheel Alignment
Front End Rebuilding
Shock Absorbers

I +
1

299 Keyes St. San Jose
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San Jose’s Best
Kept Secret...
15% off for

CompleteBrake Service
-Wheel Balancing
.Used & New Tires

1

294-3240
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SJSU Students

DOWNTOWN TRIVIA
St. Joseph’s Cathedral
St. Joseph’s Cathedral,
originally built in 1876, has
recently undergone an
extensive $20 million
renovation restoring its
original lieautyl reflecting
San Jose’s pride in its past
and faith in its future.
St. Joseph’s is now
the principal church of the
Diocese of San Jose. Call
(408)925-0100 for further
information.
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17 E. Santa Clara St.
Between 1st & 2nd
(Formerly lk)use of Teriyaki)

"Singing Christmas Tree"
Bethel Church Choir
Salvation Army Giving Trees
at the Pavilion

You spend hours preparing your term papers
and reports. Show them off with quality copies
and professional binding at Kinko’s.
ram..

lin,: a happy 1)111111AV tvith a spet tal gilt for children, seniors or tl
homeless. Select a 11.1111(: limn Ole (;iving Tree, purchase the item
suggested on the tag and bring the unwrapped gill to the Pavilion
management office during weekdays or the Pavilion I lolidav Cart evening,
;trid weekends.

Nov. 29Dec. 22

8TH

Lamb, Beef, Vegeiarian

holiday entertainment performed by the Bethel Church Choi!
At the Centel for the Per forming At Is For tickets/infinmation,
( all ’!16

Nov. 23Dec. 24

Ot CAN LAU

11-3 MON.-FRI.

Nlaria’s journey with the Nutcracker Prince through her fantastical dream.
Thit’ll he datzled by the grand theatrics, the wonderful music and the
beautiful dance. Don’t miss the most celebrated ballet in the world at the
( :eruct lot the Performing Arts. ho to kets,’infOrmation, call 288-2800

Ii.uhii,,,,,i

ALL

San Jose Cleveland Ballet
"The Nutcracker"

ihe young and young at heart will marvel as they see the spectacle of

Dec. 13 - 15

7TH

"The Middle Ages"
San Jose Stage Company

A heart-warming comedy with ;t double-edged sword hy
A. R. ( ;iti. !Icy. Showtime is 8 p.m. Wednesday turn
Sat lit (I:IV and SlIndaV at 2 p.m. The San Jose Stage
( cimpany is located at 490 S. First Street (at William
Street i. For tit kets/infOrmation, call 287-7142.
call thy San Jose Downtown Association’s ’2-1-1
FYI line for ti)’oming events at 295-2265, ext. St,183.
For a free 1991 Downtown Holiday Catalog or pocket-size
D.., ii !own Directory, call 279-1775.
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10 % OFF Nexxus Products

Kodak Copy
81/2 x 11 Self Service
Additional 10 % Discount
for Students (copies Only)
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Ken’s Hubb
The Rock and Roll Barber
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1. Downtown Association
2. Pavilion Shops
3. Kinko’s
4. Recycled Books
5. Poor Scotty’s
6. Pizza a Go Go
7. Copies R Us
8. Horn of Africa
9. Ken’s Hubbs
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Sao Jose Live! is ci lining to the Pavilion in
downtown San Jose. The newest in South Bay

HEAP
ADING
$ CASH for your BOOKS
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Fitness Fanatics!

entertainment featuring America’s
Original Sports Bar, Puzzles, ILd Ditt)’s
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A store where all your cycle Sc fitness
needs will be fulfilled...
Right Next Door!

and Spoils ( :it) Cafe. San Jose Live! the sports lan’s ultimate playground!
( ;rand opening
December 5 at 9 p.m.
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Gagnon helps SJSU swim team rebuild

DAILY NEWS
EDITOR

Freshman has
solid season
Engine choice for Spartans
indicative of
By Shigeru Nishiwaki
fear quotient
Special to the Daily

the world of dirt-biking
there exists a subculture of
Inweirdos devoted to a unique
sort of deity. They have
broken away from the
followers of the new god in the dirt
and have chosen to form a
disorganized cult, following the
traditional ruler of the mobo world.
They ride "thumpers."
A thumper is a one-cylinder
engine that operates on the fourcycle approach to the internal
combustion engine.
The other engine design is the
two-cycle, the most popular power
source for dirt bikes. The twostroke, as it is known to those who
think they know, has one power
stroke for every two engine
revolutions. The four-stroke,
obviously, has one for every four.
Think of the two-stroke as a
hyperactive cousin, spastically
bouncing off the walls of the
kitchen, screaming and breaking
things. The four-stroke, however,
would be the equivalent of a fat,
quiet and lazy uncle that can lift a
Camaro over his head, but couldn’t
do five push-ups.
Two-strokes make a familiar
ring-ding-ding-ding chainsaw noise.
They’re compact and light and
make a s--t-load of abrupt power for
their engine size.
strokes are big, fat and
Four
heavy and make smooth,
torquey power over a wide
range of engine speed.
Their sound is like a rapid
version of arm-pit flirting noises.
Dirt-bike forefathers chose thumper
instead of farter because they lived
in more conservative times.
Each engine design has its pros
and cons. Thumpers produce lots of
grunty, stump-pulling horsepower at
very low engine speed. The
downside is that they don’t rev out
as quickly as the ring-dingers,
which have less low-end pulling
power than a steroid-free ferret.
This appeals to mellow riders, or
psychos under the influence.
The clearest advantage twostrokes have over four-strokes is
when rapid acceleration is needed.
A quick stab at the clutch and a
ring-dinger will provide a burst of
acceleration, pitching the front
wheel into the air and hurling the
rider at unnatural speeds toward
wherever the bike happens to be
pointed. Thumpers build speed
quickly, but not as psychotically as
their twangy counterparts.
Since thumpers have a broader
powerband, the transmission gears
are spaced farther apart. This
enables thumpers to attain higher
top speeds in most situations
without overheating and seizing
problems, as with two-strokes.
a veteran rider, I have
experienced each version
Asof
dirt-bike engine and
learned its qualities firsthand. I recently acquired my second
two-stroke, after riding four-strokes
for five years, and have found
undeniably that ring-dingers are the
way to go for the type of riding I do.
Go. Stop. Turn. Go. Hit big
bumps. These things are handled
well by the noisy snappiness of my
two-stroke Yamaha. The Big Honda
thumper that I owned weighed more
than most compact passenger cars,
and handled about as good as an
industrial refrigerator.
Big Honda was in its element on
long rides over smooth terrain, at
and around the 70-mile-an-hour
area on graded roads. Last summer I
took the beast, also known as Din
Cow, from Groveland to Tuolomne
City in the Yosemite area using
existing dirt/gravel fire roads. It was
perfect for the 120 miles of cruising
through pine forests. I let the 500
wind up through the gears with only
the dull sound of the engine floating
up from the tailpipe while the bike
floated through the loose corners.
The Yamaha would have been a
pain to ride on that kind of stuff.
On the other hand, just trying to
accelerate out of sharp turns in
loose terrain on The Cow was like
pulling a Mack truck with a tricycle.
The Yamaha rips out of turns
without a hint of struggle, usually
pulling up the front end in thirdgear wheelies when I want it to. The
bike can also be jumped without
having the cases dig into the ground
on landing. Cool.
Anyway, if you ever consider
buying a motorcycle, know how
your personal karma fits in with the
good and the bad that each engine
design can offer.

Despite an 0-5 start this season,
SJSU’s swim team has had one bright
spot, in the performance of freshman
Nicole Gagnon.
Through the first few months of
competition, Gagnon has proven to be
one of the top swimmers on the squad.
Her best meet came against San
Francisco State on Oct. 26, when she
won the 100 butterfly, and placed second in the 200 freestyle as well as in
the 200 freestyle relay.
A four-year letter winner and threetime MVP at nearby Morgan Hill’s
Live Oak High School, Gagnon had
her mind set on coming to SJSU from
the beginning, turning down scholarship offers from major schools.
"I really loved San Jose State. I
loved the area. I loved the school," she
said. ’The people here are really nice."
The opportunity to have an immediate impact on the team also influenced Gagnon’s decision to come to
SJSU.
The Spartans have finished last in
the Big West Championships for the
past seven years since joining the
PCAA, now the Big West Conference,
in 1984.
"I knew that I could make a difference and that’s partly why I came
here, because I want to be pan of the
rebuilding process," she said. "I want
to help them recruit and I want to help
them form San Jose State swimming."
Gagnon realizes that the rebuilding
process will be slow and will take
some time.
The Spartans suffered a setback at
the beginning of this season with the
losses of sophomores Cathy

Dougherty and Dina Ross, both key
members of last year’s team.
"This year is really tough because
we lost some key swimmers and we
are really small," said the 18-year-old
environmental studies major. "Within
three years, San Jose Slate will
improve 300 percent."
Much of the responsibility for turning SJSU’s swimming program
around falls on another newcomer,
first -year head coach RoseAnn
Benson, who inherited seven members
front last season’s 7-5 squad, the best
mark in school history.
"I really like RoseAnn," Gagnon
said. "RoseAnn and I came under the
same situation in that we were both
new. We both didn’t know what was
going on."
"Besides being the fastest freestyler in the team, Nicole has the capa-

If I had four more
swimmers with
Nicole’s versatility
... we could
compete with the
rest of the teams
in the conference.’
RoseAnn Benson
sjsu swim team head coach
bility of being versatile with us,"
Benson said. "She has a great deal of
versatility because of her capability of
doing the 1,000 as well as the 50.
"Nicole is going to be a key in our
rebuilding process. If I had four more
swimmers with Nicole’s versatility,
with the depth that we have in the
team now, we could compete with the
rest of the teams in the conference."
Gagnon first began to swim competitively at the age of six, while living

in Riverside County, just outside ot
Los Angeles.
"I was really active as a child, we
were living in Southern California at
the time, my loom just put me ill a
summer league," she said.
"My mom put me in the pool basically so I could be babysat for two
hours."
After swimming summer league
for two years, Gagnon began swimming year-round for Riverside
Aquatics at the age of eight.
In 1983, Gagnon’s family moved
to Morgan Hill, just south of San Jose.
She then joined San Jose Aquatics,
where she has swam for the past eight
years along with her sister Jackie, a
freshman at Live Oak.
Gagnon’s closest friends at SJSU
are also members of the swim team,
junior college transfer Tanya
Anderson and freshman Becky Bragg.
"Tanya Anderson and Becky Bragg
and I get along great, we arc like the
three musketeers" she said. "We all
really clicked, we were all new."
"Even though we are both freshmen, I look up to Nicole because she
is a hard worker," Bragg said. "At
practice, as well as competition, she
gives her all and I am glad she is a
member of the swim team. She is a
real inspiration."
"She is really talented and she is
really dedicated," Anderson said. "We
swim in the same lane, so she always
inspires me."
Whenever she is not busy with
schoolwork or swimming practice,
Gagnon likes to spend time in her
hometown of Morgan Hill riding her
horse. In the near future, she said she
would like to get involved in other
water sports water polo and
triathlons.
Through her first few months of
college, Gagnon has found her experience at SJSU to be a pleasant one.
"I like it here and I like the people
here, and I think the students here are
great."

ttiri W

v production editor

Nicole Gagnon sets herself for the start of a race Saturday

Long Beach State downs
Little resistance for
SJSU in women’s volleyball SJSU Hockey club
By Monica Campbell

Spartans sweep
weekend series by
27-3 total score

Daily staff writer

The SJSU women’s volleyball
team put up an impressive fight at the
Event Center on Saturday night when
it hosted the nationally ranked Long
Beach 49ers. Yet, after four games, the
49ers defeated the Spartans by scores
of 13-15,15-10,15-11 and 15-6.
For the Spartans, just taking a
game from the No. 2 team in the
nation was satisfaction enough,
according to Jennifer Gross, an SJSU
sophomore middle blocker.
"It’s only the sixth time Long
Beach has had a game taken this season," said John Corbelli, head coach
for the Spartans. "That’s impressive
considering Long Beach will probably
win the national championship."
The Spartans arc now 6-10 in the
Big West and 10-13 overall. Long
Beach is 16-1 in the Big West and 281 overall.
The Spartans attacked the 49ers
during the first game, sending a bolt of
enthusiasm and hope throughout the
home crowd.
"We always play Long Beach well
at home," said SJSU’s Leslie Page,
who is one of the two seniors on the
team.
The other senior, Dawnis Wilson,
shined with a total of 18 kills for the
game. Wilson recently broke the the
SJSU record for the most kills.
according to Corbelli.
The Spartans challenged the 49ers
throughout the next two games, but
seemed to lose concentration during
the final game.
"We lost a little mentally toward
the end, but overall it was a great
effort," Corbelli said.
Antoinette White, middle blocker
for the 49ers, was the most forceful
and dominating player on the team
with a total of 21 kills.
"Our middle team had it tough
the Long Beach middle players are the
best in the nation," Corbelli said.
If the Spartans win their three
remaining games, they will be eligible
to compete in the NCAA tournament.
The Spartans have attended the last
nine tournaments. SJSU takes on St.
Mary’s, Cal State Fullerton and UCSanta Barbara in this week’s action.

By Pete Borello
Daily staff wilier

The SJSU Hockey club skated
circles around its two opponents
over the weekend, outscoring them
by an overwhelming 27-3 margin.
The Spartans defeated Fresno
State 17-2 on Saturday and then
took UC-Davis by a score of 10-1
on Sunday. Both wins came on the
road.
"We’re playing our best hockey
of the year." goalie Lou Siville
said.
In Saturday’s contest, the
Bulldogs proved no match for
SJSU.
The Spartans took 54 shots on
goal, with 17 going through.
Wing Elliot Chung led the
scoring barrage, netting four goals
and an assist on the day.
Center Scott Bennett, filling in
for injured team captain Martin
Denis, added three goals.
The Fresno State offense
appeared anemic, as it could
muster only 14 attempts at the net.
Just two of these shots managed to

Donna Brammer Daily

staff photographer

Dawnis Wilson ducks down, going for the ball in Saturday’s loss
against Long Beach State. This is Wilson’s last Spartan season.
The Spartans will play St. Mary’s
tonight in their last home game of the
season and "will not be taking them
lightly," according to Corbelli. The
game starts at 7:30 p.m.
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get passed goalie Siville, who
earned the win.
"Our defense was really pod,"
Siville said. "We kept them out of
the zone."
The momentum that the
Spartans built up against the
Bulldogs on Saturday, carried iota
the next afternoon’s game against
UC-Davis.
SJSU racked up 10 goals on 51
attempts.
Wing Candle Turner achieved a
hat trick, tallying a game -high
three goals. Chung chipped in with
a pair of scores.
The Spartan defense was espe
cially stingy, allowing the Agi,ic,
only one goal and just seven shots
at the net.
SJSU goalie Paul Legarski got
the win, and little action, against
the punchless tlC -1)av is offensive
tilt 11.

MU improved its record to 60 in league play and will conclude
this semester’s season next weekend.
The squad will face UC-San
Diego on Friday and the Nonhern
California Junior Sharks on
Saturday.
Both games will take place on
the Spartans’ home ice, the
Golden Gate Ice Arena in
Redwixxl City.

the Associated Students Program
Board presents

PROJECT

PATHFINDER

WARREN
MILLER’S

41,
’What mum the CIA a rote
in the S&L Crtele?
’What really happened I,
Panama?
Blass flhutUes Destroy
Ozone?
The Top Ten
lTnner reported News
!tartan

25$ Off Every Wash

Mon - Fri Only

THE RESUME MAKER
Professional Resume
Services

(408)263-0424
Quality & Inexpensive
Rainbow Products &
Services
Available evenings and weekends

John Ressa’s dirt bike column runs
on Tuesdays.

SPORTS

SPARTAN DAIIN

Bus. Lic #12644

AWED

ArnencanAirtines

wash america
the clean laundry

330 E Santa Clara St
Between 7th & 8th Sts
1Block North of Engineering Bldg

1998-2218

Expires 11-22-91
Om ma mos immi
INNN

0110 sl Intl SliflitIll. lent p MI10111
holat 1111111111111 I ili 711 :woo was t: tor.
SAN JOSE- Center for Performing Arts
Wed. Nov. 20 7:30PM
CUPERTINO - Flint Ctr. - Nov 21 - 7:30
OftA.:
111:11t
NIN
MORI
TM AT SOX ORO a BAWDS OR CALL 355-1585

rev&

Tues., Nov. 19,
Umunhum Room
Student Union, 7pm
this multimedia
presentation is FREE

SPARTAN DAILY

WORLD EVENTS

TODAY - Sunny with a bit of morning fog. High of 65.
TOMORROW - Partly cloudy after patchy morning fog. Mid-day high of 64.

94 Army reports first
clashes since
guerrilla truce

WASHINGTON (AP) - Hundreds of
Haitian boat people, unable to find a safe
haven after fleeing their troubled homeland,
are being returned to Haiti by the Coast
Guard, the State Department said Monday.
An announcement said the administration
decided on that course after an unsuccessful
effort to persuade Caribbean and South and
Central American countries to provide temporary shelter to the Haitians.
"In the absence of a sufficient safe-haven
option, the Coast Guard has been directed to
return most of the boat people to Haiti beginning on Monday," the State Department said.
A New York congressman called the
change in U.S. policy "racist and vicious" and
a U.N. official expressed concern about the
returnees’ fate.
Haitians have been fleeing their homeland
in droves for the United States in recent
weeks, and the exodus expanded dramatically

over the weekend. Voice of America broadcasts sought to discourage Haitians from fleeing but were unsuccessful.
As of Monday morning, nearly 1,800
Haitians had been picked up. About 1,300
were aboard Coast Guard vessels near Haiti
and the remainder were being cared for at the
U.S. naval base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
State Department spokesman Richard
Boucher said 49 of the Haitians were declared
eligible to apply for political asylum in the
United States but a spokesman for the
Immigration service, George Waldroup, said
the number was 53.
These Haitians were flown to Miami
Monday afternoon after officials concluded
that they faced the threat of political persecution if they were returned to Haiti.
Virtually all of the remainder apparently
are ineligible for political asylum because
they were considered to be economic
refugees.
The State Department announcement said
the decision to return the Haitians was based
on "fear that any action by the United States
to bring large numbers of Haitians without
claim to asylum to the United States would

SAN SALVADOR. El Salvador (AP) The army on Monday reponal the first deaths
in combat since guerrillas declared a unilateral truce. The insurgents said the casualties
were the result of "friendly fire" between two
government infantry units.
The armed forces press committee said
four soldiers and two rebels died in fighting
before dawn Sunday near Suchitoto, 15 miles
north of San Salvador.
The committee said government forces
also exchanged fire Sunday with insurgents in
Chalatenango, Morazan and La Paz. The
report described those exchanges as "harassment" and said they produced no casualties.
The Farabundo Marti National Liberation
Front, or FMLN, on Saturday began a unilateral halt to all offensive action. The rebels
said their truce was intended to clear the way
for prompt accord on issues remaining in
U.N.-mediated peace negotiations.
Peace has been hard to come by in this
small Central American country, where
75,000 people have died in nearly 12 years of
civil war.
U.S.-backed rightist President Alfredo
Cristiani has welcomed the rebel truce, saying
his government could adopt "corresponding
measures" to hasten a halt to fighting.
Despite his statement, army units on
Friday deployed in territories traditionally
dominated by guerrilla forces, apparently in
an attempt to take advantage of the truce to
seize territory held by the rebels.
The insurgents, over their clandestine radio
station, on Monday termed the deployments
"a clear provocation."
"The FMLN has made a concrete demonstration of its will to stop the war right away,"
said the insurgent broadcast.

"The next move is up to the army high
command and the government. Whether the
war continues is up to them."
The rebels said the casualties in Such itoto
occurred in an ambush of one army unit by
another. It said the soldiers were apparently
nervous due to their deployment in unfamiliar
rebel -dominated zones.
The armed forces forces press office and
high army officials declined comment
Monday on a U.S. Congressional report saying Salvadoran army commanders ordered the
1989 murder of six Jesuit priests.
The slayings at the Central American
University of San Salvador on Nov. 16, 1989,
stirred an international outcry and led to a cutoff of U.S. military aid to El Salvador.

$5.000,000 MEDICAL/HEALTH
insurance coverage for students
Usru Blue Cross of California. Rates
as low as $20, per month. For
brochure, call:
(408) 252-7300.
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office omits, teeth cleaned and
X-rays - no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now! For brochure see
A S. Office Or
Call 800655-3225.

NAIROBI, Kenya (Al’) - In the latest
verbal battle between the United States and
Kenya’s one-party government. Kenya’s foreign minister on Monday called the U.S.
ambassador a racist.
Ambassador Smith Hempstone responded
by accusing President Daniel arap Moi’s government of racism for saying Kenyans are not
ready for democracy.
Last week, the United States strongly
protested the arrest 01 14 government opponents who planned to lead a rally demanding
Moi allow multiparty democracy. Moi has led
Kenya since 1978.
On Monday, Ndola Ayah loosed an
undiplomatic stream of invective at the
American envoy at a news conference, saying
Hempstone "regards the black man as an inferior who must be taught."
Ayah called the news conference at the
Foreign Ministry after calling in Hempstone,
German Ambassador Bernd Mutzelburg arid
five other envoys he refused to identify.
The foreign minister said he used the same
language with Hempstone that he used in his
news conference.

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions Great benefits Cali
805 682-7555 Ext. P-3310

PLYMOUTHS? SUNDANCE Turbo
AT, AC, cassette, cruise, tilt, not.
cond. $4495./obo 7787515.

START II? - 8.00 PER HOUR
Der Swing (1raxehifts Ft rfill
Weekly pay
Security/Reception/High tech
Excellent benefits
Credit union Medical insurance
No Experience Required
Immediate Interviews
Apply. 8am Sore, Mon ’Fri
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
(betw San Tomas Exp / Olcott)

COMPUTERS

HOUSING
ROYALE APTS.
2 bd./lba star t.ng at $725. mo.
Free basic cable TV Modem applioff 1st
i-9eleee. Walk to
rnonths rent. 381 E. William at 9th
Traci 971 0869 Leave message

APOLLO COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Specializing In IBM compatibles.
JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scup.
DANCE AUDITION MULTI CULTURAL
male 8. female Nov 23, 91 1-3 Complete systems as low as $435
per! Applications accepted MF
p m in Fremont call 510 6598592
Apollo can build a computer to
2,305.03 1235 Oakmead Pkwy.
meet your specific needs! V* also Sunnyvale, 245-2911 Conveniently
18 TRACK RECORDING STUDIO help students upgrade their existing
located off
101 & Lawrence
Only 15 min. from STSU, we are computer sustems! We’re happy to
Expwy. See you soon.
offering lower rates for SJSU stu- answer questions Please call as at
(408) 2950869
COMPUTER RETAIL SALES - Want
dents and staff who need working
practice tapes, band/songwriter
TO have fun, while still maintaining
COMPUTER SALES
your school schedule. & get pad for
demos and 256 track midi-record386/33MHZ emeg RAM SVGA
ing. Call for Info. VITAL SOUNDS
It toos Then you will be glad to know
monitor 1.2 and 1.44 drive 120
408 2740909.
that ComputerWare, the original and
meg hard disk SVGA video card
best Mac software / hardware
w/1meg 230W PS case 101 key
RAISE 11500...$1000...$1800
resolver, has immediate PT sales
board software $1800
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING
openings at our Sunnyvale store
For your fraternity, sorority, team or 3813/16MHZ 2 meg RAM VGA mon. Candidates must be highly Mac litRor 1.2 and 1.44 dr de 40rneg hard erate Duties include cashiering,
other campus organization.
Absolutely no investment required! disk VGA video card v. ^512K8 200 product demos, ancl customer sup
W PS case 101 keyboard $950. We port. Cover letter & resume to Per
Act now for the chance to win a
guarantee the best price in town.
Caribbean cruise & fabulous prizes!
sonnet. ComputerWare. 2800 W
Prices subject to change w/o
Call 1-8009508474 est 50
Bayshore Rd , Palo Alto, CA 94303
notice Call for most current price.
Life time tech. suPP Call
REMEMBER WHEN sex was safe
LAWN AERATION SALES
926.1970. Ask for Nasaron
and skydiving was dangerous?
910. HOUR.
Play it safer
Guaranteed
Weekends
Bay Area Skydiving 510 634 7575
Green Thumb Lawn Service
249-0556
VOLUNTEER LEADERS NEEDED for
STOP MUGGERS. RAPISTS, drug
Inner City children / youth
gies In their tracks, instantly. safe
ARE YOU WILLING TO WORK?
Serve with Citytearn Ministries
National Marketing A Train.rig Co
and legal Money back guarantee.
Youth outreach in bible clubs.
Better than tear gas! - 2886818
looking for quality people to tre.r.
tutoring, discipleship.
Flexible hrs fa Student’s schedule
Hours flexible. Bernie Ashby
Call 408 496 0141
(408) 998,4770.

FOR SALE

CASH FOR COLLEGE. Scholarship
Quest has over 300,000 sources of
available college cash. Ots personalized Financial Planning Report
finds the hidden scholarship
sources for you. Call for a free copy
of ’10 Ways To Stretch Your Schol,
arship Chances" 408 733-8226.
ARE YOU APPLYING
TO GRADUATE SCHOOL?
Inc Princeton Review seeks Pre
Law PreBusiness and other
prospective graduate students
interested In taking a FREE I.SAI,
GMAT or GRE diagnostic exam Call
(408) 268-9674 to make your
reservation Dail Today.
" has current
"MR. BLUE
Cell Tech Products (algae & actdolphoius etc.) on hand now Spe
cral money making/saving plan for
sororities, frets groups Get brain
food/body rebuilding items from
Viktor in SH 211 pr write, Plan 196.
VO Box 0 6-1 CA 95103 Phone
408 4928827 Free Yeast self test
OPEN SIDLE
oh, put God to the test and see
how kind He Is.
Honor your father and mother,
that you may have a long.
pee life
You must not murder.
You must not commit adultery
You must not steal
You must not Ile
You must riot be greedy.
S Cha PO Box 160315
Cupertino, CA 95016.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SISU for 20 years
’(beat Rates for Good Drivers’
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
"Family Muni Cal"
CALL TODAY
2965270
FREE
NO HASSLE-- NO OBI IGATION
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 9-2

HELP WANTED

DON’T GET A CLERICAL 10111
WOMEN & men, try VALET PARKING
F/PT. must drive stick shift,
clean DMV. good comm.
$6.00/hr. plus tips
Call (415) 397-4546
ADVANCED MARKETING
Full and part time Jobs available
due to company growth ,1,1 rapid
expansion. Flexible hours No expe
rent needed. On the lob training
Call now and earn big niicksIl!
(408) 2254751
NEVER A DULL MOMENT in the
world of radio advertising sales!
Find financial and Personal Safisfac
Don working for Oldies 93.5 CHIP,
one of the market’s fastest growing
stations The door to success Is
wide open for the enthusiastic
go-getter. Send your resume to
Oldies 93.5, One Robar Center.
Suite 201, Salinas, California,
93901. Equal opportunity employer

QUIZ

Five correct - Survived hangover by taking two aspirin.
Three to four - Barely stayed
alive with face pressed into toilet. One to two - Slept in hotel
until 5 p.m. Sunday.

0 What has created a chill in relations
between the United States and Kenya?
Who was endorsed for a fourth
term of presidency on Sunday?
4) When is the trial closure of San
Carlos Street set to begin?
0 Why is the Associated Students
searching for a universal logo?
4) What may be lost from the regular
programs offered at Chico State
University?
ANSWERS: I) The Kenyan government has
cracked down on opposition leaders and broke
up a banned pro -democracy rally. 2) Syrian
President liafez Assad was endorsed for a fourth
seven-year term. 3) Tan. 6 4j 1i wants to unify its
services. 5) The Reserve Officer Training Corps
(REYIC1 noir:on

1,,

tdat.

Shm-tari Dxily \

\’.

FAX: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

VOLVO 89. Must sell Owner going
to Australia New brakes. $1000
Call Anne 408 2743012

SEIZED CARS trucks, boats,
4 wheelers, motorhornes, by FBI.
IRS, DEA. Available your area now
Call 805 682.7555 Ent C-1255

Hempstonc, a former Washington editor
and columnist, said he didn’t want to get into
a point-by-point argument with Ayah, "but I
do want to comment about the racist remark.
That’s serious.
"Who is a racist -- - the man who says
Kenyans arc mature enough for multiparty
democracy or the one who suggests they are
so primitive they must continue as they are?"
Hempstone asked.
Moi, Ayah and other top government officials have repeatedly rejected a multiparty
system, saying it would lead to conflicts
among Kenya’s 40-odd ethnic groups.

NEWS

Kenya says U.S.
ambassador is
racist
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SSU WEATHER:
create a massive outflow, resulting in large
numbers of deaths on the high seas."

0 Haitian boat
people forced to
return home

San lose State University

RAYNET IS CURRENTLY SEEKING
energetic candidates for a core
rate communications internship In
this 20 hr /wk paid position, you
will help write, edit and design the
employee newsletter and support
all areas of employee communica
lions If you are a junior or Senior
majoring in Journalism or Commur,
cations, contact Erin Stockford ai..,
Allison Healy at 14151 324660s .
(415) 688.2298 for more inroii
lion or send your resume to Ray,
Corporation, 181 Constitution Dr.ve
Menlo Park, CA 94025
RECEPTIONIST NEEDE011
Stage Lighting Concepts Genera,
office, knowledge of Apple Mac DI
lighting a plus Relatively flexible
30 hrs per week Contact
Bach& Craig - 988 0877
TEACHER FOR UC, PLAY CENTER.
Min 6 EC[ units req 2-10 year
olds flex hrs. Dei-Eve-Weekers1
So San lose - 281.8880 or
Fremont -141$) 792.9997

CIRCULAR MOTIONS
MODEL SEARCH 91 Cosmopolitan
COMPACT DISCS
International modeling agency seek
Part time and full time positions
In( N / F for fashion, print end I V
available Must be able to work
commercial work For free evalua
weekends!!! Music knowledge a
Don. Call 3746090
plus Please, other than ’Alternative music’ Is a mafor plus. Apply at
DEATH CIGARETTES seeks sales
Los Gatos !motion 395.3494 or
rep team In San lose area Part
Cupertino location 252.3472.
time C81112131927.3623
WANTED beginning Ian 92 Child
POP SYSTEMS has Job openings
care in S I home for 6 mo infant 3
In high-tech computer industry
deysAvis Cr req $5 hr 2488072
Excellent opportunity for graduating
marketing Majors, or any
LIFIGUARDS/SWIM and aqua exer
graduating senior Call
else Instructors neded! The central
14081 9440301 for interest In a
YMCA Is looking for enthuslatic peo
full time or part time account
pie who are experienced and certl
executive position open
fled In lifesaving Contact Told or
Carl at 2961717
RECIPE. OR CHILD 0IEV/1D
MAJORS! Small World Schools is
GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR!
New quick service pasta restaurant hiring teachers arid substitutes for
our 9 preschool (6 12 units [CE
opening in Dec Now interviewing
preferred) and 12 school age
for service counter & kitchen per
Roe/Pt units o ls.) Programs
sonnet Call Pasta Mia -7305782
tilk from It Rail
We have both full time and part
N 1st/Trimble
time positions Flexible hours
available Our centers are open
01 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Elem to 8 pm Experience
Your fraternity, sorority, or other
preferred but not required
campus group can earn between
Call 257 7326
5500 $1000 In less than 7 days
You pay absolutely nothing
Call 1-800-735.2077 Ext. 3.

entrepreneurs with adv & articles
Sample copy $2., year $12
PO Box 7010, Van Nips, CA
91409.7010

ssis.siso.

COMPUTEMAAlls, -low cost dar ig service. ^v
liii E brochure, PO lice 612112.
Si. CA 95161.2112.
800 423.9199 ’Agents Wanted’

E.S. GRAD STUDENT SEEKS Large
room in house near SISLI/S1CC
Call Heather 0 (3121477-1193. &
call you back
ROOMMATE WANTED. Rent
5212 50. 2 bed / 2 bath share
room 148 E Williams, Gateway
Apts Contact Ben King 971.4708
2 ROOMS FOR RENT In quiet
home Walking distance to light rail
5375 ea Dec 114081 7238075

SERVICES
TUTOR, Math, Physics, Comp. Set
Group discounts
Call (510) 447 6508 for appt
TUTOR. MATH, PHYSICS, Electron
ics. Hablo Espanol, MSFE. Low
rates, Tel 2805192
LEARN TO MI
All levels, private through
commercial. Speelal 1 hour,
Introductory flight for $35.00
Call Jim at (408) 723.3146
for details

$119.950.- WHY RENT? 1 bedroom condo, very private, inside
utilities, 2 patios, close to public
transportation and SJSU Agents
Nelli 268-7985 Michael 496-8189
USE NEW 1 BR APTS.
Bright dr air w wan AEK. OW, AC
Gated parking, Intercom, laundry
Two roommates 0
Rent $685 $850
Also rent monthly parking only
Quiet, nice for staff
1 block from campus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER
297-4705.
2 DORM / 2 MATH APT.
$745 -795 a month Walk or ride
bike to school 780 S. 11th street
Laundry facilities, security bldg .
cable IV avail Remodeled very
clean Call rngr 288 9157
STATE HOUSE
NTS
2 Nam. / 2 bath start $765 Free
basic cable TV. Security Gates,
Remodeled - Roomy and clean
508 S. 11th St, Call
Dan 2955256 or
Steve 7290290 Leave message

LOST & FOUND
REWARD FOR RETURN OF BOOK
ilag or Contorts taken 11/11 from
I .11 504. Return to 504. Call Eric
629.9955. No questions asked.

PERSONAL
IreIP) PRENEUR RESOURCE
Moon
,

Macintosh laser print
Notes. papers, letters,
flyers, resumes, etc Free editing
Dohrmann Business Center
325 S 1st St 1st Fl 2830700

Graphic Design & Layout
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED FIALIS33IN6
Near Oakrldge Mall 2246395

BRAND NAME MT. BIKE PARTS
Special ordered Quality high via
Parts only Discount prices
Call 2940479, ask got loon.
after 8p.m for into

AAAHI EXPERIENCED TYPIST.
Let me oo the typing!!
Resumes, term papers, theses.
etc. Grad & undergrad. Available
days teves & weekends by appt
IBM Comp / Laser printer,
Call Anna 972-4992.

EXPERIENCED WORD Proceswir
tamiliar with ARA/heap.,
for mats Science arid Ere

SO% DISCOUNT on all
PERMANENT COSMETICS.
Enhance your natural beauty
Eye liner Eyebrows - Lips - Cheeks
Small scars blended.
Expires 12-25-91
Cali Trish at 408 3793500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E Campbell Ave #17
Campbell, CA 95008

QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, theses, resumes. let
lets. reports Al formats Steno
SeVkCe Pick Up and delivery tor
large yObS 20 years
experience MA in English
Call Margaret.
Sam to 8 pm. at 251 6775

ELECTROLYSIS CUNICI Unwanted
hair removed forever. SPeCiailst
Confidential. Your own sterile
probe or disposable
Call 247.7486.
3344 Bayerrood Ave Sar, lose

WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
All Sublects Paper, thesis
development. assistance
Qualified writers
Editing Resumes
Work guaranteed Reasonable
Berkeley 14151 841 5036

REPOSSESSED II IRS Foreclosed
homes available at beiow market
value Fantastic savings. You repair
Also S&L bailout properties Call
805 682 7555 Ext 31-1513

TEAM

FREE COLOR ANALYSIS and makeFREE TRAVEL Air couriers ana
over Professional Image Consul Cruiseships Students also needed
tarit. Quality products at 405-75% Christmas. Sprrre and Surer’’, ’or
less than retail Tracy - 947.1537
A.MuSerment Park empioymeie C
805 682 7555 Eat F 1661
CUSTOM MADE RESUMES
All formats available
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Call David -6291488
Haw, Mexico, Europe. 4; 5 ?
Make your Christmas plans now
BARE IT AUJ PERMANENT HAIR
Call for low airfares
REMOVAL Stop shaving-waxing
408 997-3647 Ariene
tweezing or using chemicals. Let
us permanently remove your
unwanted hair Back, Chest, Lip,
Bikini, Chin, tummy etc Students
al faculty 15% discount 1st appt
CALL UNDO TODAY
1/2 price if made before December for experienced, prols,s.oni, word
25th. Half Today Gone Tomorrow,
processing Theses, tern, papers.
621 E. Campbell Ave 817
group prows:Is, etc
Campbell, Call 408 379.3500
All formats includng APA
Gwen. Trish or Marline.
Quick return
Registered Electrologists.
Transcription services ava.,..Ne
Almaden / Branham aut.,
VOICEMAIL. SIL PER MONTH No
Phone 264-41104
deposit, installation or deposit
costs Private and secure Simple
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
lo use Call 408 423(i’,89 for info
- Accurate - lYenendat
Kathleen auti 3 791: Rti
CAREERPRO RESUMES r195.5758
1625 the Alameda) miles SJS)
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
Advertise to Major Employersnext to Original Ion s
Student Discounts - Nationwide
TYPING WEIR PROCESSING
51 50$2.00 page

WORDPROCESSING

EXPERIENCED AFFORDABLEI
Term papers, theses manuscripts
etc Call Gir, 3311-6038,
CALL LINDA FIRST! Theses, term
papers Word perfect 5.1 Cassette
transcription Spell check Near
280/Winchester 52 PP 8662399
TYPING AI WORDPROCESSING
$2 PER PAGE
EILEEN 226-1459.
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets the best grade
spelling and grammar
also help Let this
English teacher assist
you in improving your
G PA Foreign students
welcome. Call Barbara
at WRITE /TYPE (408) 295.7438

papers our specialty
Free spell creck/storage
Lae-cost editing and grapercs
Resumes and other
services available
Masterson’s Word Proc.,. r
LETTERS, RESUMES. FLYERS
and small rots by a pi.
Laser printing
Free disk storage
Call Evelyn at
EDP SERVICES
CALL MARSHA 266944a
for word Oroless
wit"
Word Perfect 5 1 and HP Laser II
Specialize editing, e g . grammar,
sentence structure, formatting
(APA, Turablan MLA) Can also eci
your 51/4 disk in WP 5 0,5 1
ASCII ASSiStark, ’
Phases of thesis, to
resume orepar 11
.
ESL students wi
Willow Glen’ i’

GOOd

I’D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING.
Located near Blackford H S
Call Mary Jane - 9857819
ATTENTION GRADS!
Let me assist you with your
Masters thesis/prolect
preparation. Expertise on
APA/Turablan formats & Grad
Office requirements Will Edit
grammar, punctuation, sentence
structure (former English major)
Word Perfect & HP Laser
Willow Glen area
Can Mrs Morton
266 9448 daily 8-8
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing, Term Papers
Theses. Graduate Work, SPA 8.
torah., Desktop Publishing

WHEN TNE BEST
IS AU. YOU NEED’
Papers lime,
laser Printer
Spell Check
$1 90 pp ann
Evening & week,
i
Berryessa/Evey ,...
254-45C.
WORD PROCESSING
Friendly home typist usii
Word Perfect 8. Laser err, Near Bollinger & On Arla
.
12 years legal esp.- vi
Suzanne 446 r
AFFORDABLE A EXPERIENCED
wordocess
pr
). ’.
. .
group
letters. the, .
etc All forSpellcheck p..
grammar ass,stance
All work (guaranteed!
CallRSM 247-2681, 8am 8pm
for worry free professional
dependable se,
r

-
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AD RATES,
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3

LINES ON ONE DAY
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Days
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Days

Four
Days

Five
Days

Address

3 lines

$5 00 $6 00

$7 00

$8 00

$9 00

City,Stale

4 lines

$600 $700

$800

$900
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$700 $8 Do
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$t000 $1100

Phone
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$800 $900
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Day
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Each additional day $1 00
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ALL ISSUES

59 lines $70 00 411 10-14 lines $9000
15-19 lines

Video
Questions? Call (408) 924-3277
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SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
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’Something’s
Afoot’ a winner
in SJSU theater
Acting and j
singing key
to play
By Paul Richmond
Spes14i to the Daily
A mystery it surely was last
Thursday evening when "Something’s
Afoot" opened at the University
Theater.
The Agatha Christie spoof was
filled with death -by -devilish devices
and great stage effects. Complemented
by an often overpowering orchestra,
the 10 cast members desperately
searched for a murderer’s identity with
little success.
Even the cast’s amateur detective,
appropriately named Miss Tweed for
her apparel, played by Leisah
Swenson, is dumbfounded, at least
until the moment of her own death.
Mystery and music combine very well
for this second department production
for the semester.
On several occasions in the first
act, the actors were forced to compete
against their eight-piece orchestra. All
speaking with British accents, the cast
overcame the sound barrier soon alter
the first few numbers.
Visitors to an English mansion, six
varied personalities found themselves
stranded soon after arriving for a
relaxing weekend. A washed out
bridge and electrical storm prohibiting
the cast to leave the ritzy English
estate, and the murders promptly
begin with the butler’s. Yes, the butler,
eliminating him from suspicion.
For his few moments though,
Clive, played by William Henshaw,
represents the finest of overly proper
English butlers. Rancour’s Retreat, or
so the estate is called, is staffed by two
servants; Flint, a Jack-the-Ripper-type
caretaker, played by Joe Espinosa,
with a lustful eye on Lettie, the "saucy
maid" played by Kimberly Betts.
Betts’ musical collaborations are
powerful and her accent strong. Her
contributions are easy to acknowledge.
Fortunately, she isn’t murdered, immediately.
Returning from last month’s theater
production is David Scott, this time
portraying an excellent example of the
Rancour’s family doctor, Grayburn.
Recognizing Scott’s return in this performance recalled the laughter he created throughout the audience in
"Noises Off."
Presenting himself in a very dignified manner, Scott’s performance is
entertaining, again. If you’ve seen him
once, I suggest it again in
"Something’s Afoot." It’s a shame Dr.
Graybum doesn’t live throughout the
entire performance.
Accompanying Scott for a return
performance is Robert A. Prentice,
playing Geoffrey, the classical Oxford
jock of the 1930s; you know, wearing
the campus sweater and high calf
socks. I am aware of Prentice’s comical skills from "Noises Off," but he
demonstrates his singing and dancing
talent well throughout this production.
An evil -looking Nigel Rancour,
played by David Pineda, is a smooth
character who has a curled mustache
and greased hair. He’s the nephew to
the estate’s Lord, he believes he’s the
legal heir to his recently deceased
uncle. However, reality "strikes Nigel
bluntly on the head" soon after his dis-
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Author loses novel in fire
Oakland Hills fire
strengthens novelist
Maxine Hong Kingston
By Michael Monaghan
Duly staff wnter

oi another nen- to we tortune.
’The connections slowly become
apparent, as visitors are all somehow
involved with Lord Rancour’s past.
The strongest comical talent comes
from Col. Gillwcather played by
Thomas C. Andrews. Andrews performance of an old army mat prompted strong laughter from a good portion
of the audience, particularly when his
death was anticipated after being mysteriously poisoned. If fond of mocking
British manner and properness, then
Gillweather is the ticket.
The visiting ladies all command
great attention from the audience,
either through comedy or song. The
cast’s ingenue, Hope, played by Teresa
M. Dean, is fantastic, particularly in
her combined musical number with
Prentice, "I Don’t Know Why I Trust
You (But I Do)."
Parading on stage, portraying an
almost helpless youth, she’s impossible to disregard. Hope’s innocence
soon vanishes after Geoffrey’s unexpected arrival, and Dean must make
subtle character changes to adjust to
her newfound love.
Termed the cast’s "grande dame .. .lane Myer plays Lady Grace Manic... Prowe. Myer’s ability to portray this
often haughty woman, delivering
numerous songs, is "grande." The link
she provides in the production is
essential.
Her "electrifying" death scene is
indeed a piece of acting. So much so
that the woman seated next to this critic stopped applauding after Mycr’s
death scene became too true-to-life to
honor. Additionally. fvlyer’s deliverance of "The Man With the Ginger
Mustache" was particularly impressive.
And finally, Swenson’s portrayal of
the amateur detective is superb. Miss
Tweed represents a fine image of
Agatha Christie. Consider Angela
Landsbury in a tacky tweed outfit and
that’s Miss Tweed perfectly.
Swenson’s performance has no constraints; singing, dancing and
immense humor are all included.
Directed by Dusty Reeds,
"Something’s Afoot" delivers all the
mystery of "Clue" with the sights and
sounds of a musical comedy. Except
for a few moments of trivial frustration, "Something’s Afoot" was a fine
performance.
infamous
Utilizing
an
Shakespearean tragical ending, the
production warrants viewing by anyone admiring great voices, aspiring
talent and a mysterious plot.
This mystery theater really
investigation.
deserves
Additional performances
are scheduled for Nov. 20,
21, 22, and 23 at 8 p.m.
with one special afternoon
matinee on Nov. 20 at 2
p.m. Tickets are available
from the University Theater
Box Office for $12 general
and $7 students/senior citizens.

After respectful applause by an
audience of more than 500, author
Maxine Hong Kingston, an older
woman with long salt and pepper hair,
spoke about her novel -in -the-works
Thursday night in the Music
liall.Then she told the audience the
novel is no more; it was consumed in
the Barnes of the Oakland Hills fire,
gone forever. Ironically, it was a book
of pme.
Kingston is regarded by many in
America as the leading ChineseAmerican author. Her novel, "The
Woman Warrior: Memoirs of a
Girlhood Among Ghosts," won
acclaim in 1976 when it received the
National Book Critics Circle Award.
Her most recent novel is "Tripmaster
Monkey: His Fake Book."
Rather than dissuading Kingston,
the loss of the manuscript strengthened
her resolve. After all, she said, (quoting a friend of hers) books of peace
cannot be written until the author has
experienced devastation. Kingston felt
her personal losses certainly qualified
in this regard, and with this in mind,
will begin writing a new novel of
peace.
The theme of fire has emerged

more than once in Kingston’s life. The
author recalled three ancient Chinese
books of peace, which, coincidentally,
were also destroyed by fire. With quiet
reserve Kingston recalled the day she
was in Stockton the first day of the
attending her father’s
Oakland fire
funeral. In a traditional Chinese ceremony, fire is used to send paper drawings (like pens or computers for her
poet-father) to heavi These sketched
objects are said to reach the departed
soul, much in the way Egyptian royalty were entombed with servants and
food for the after-life.
The mood of the lecture then
changed from pity to humor as
Kingston recited from a mental list of
items that the audience could replace
for her, like the alternate ending to the
Hemingway novel, "Garden of Eden,"
or monetary donations to send
Vietnam War veterans to a Vietnamese
commune in France. Kingston also
requested any references to the three
books of peace for her next novel.
AS Nictsche once said, "that which
does not kill you makes you stronger."
Kingston said she will use her personal losses in her next novel, a pascifist
but hopefully not boring book
along the lines of her destroyed
manuscript, though it won’t be a recreation of it.
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Dance exchange performs today
By Emma Burgess
Daily staff writer
Works by work. renown choreographers will be performed in a dance
exchange between the University
Dance Theatre of SJSU and the Bay
Area Repertory Dance from the
University of California at Berkeley.
The dance performance by the two
companies will be at 1:30 today at the

Dance Studio Theater room 219 in the
Spartan Complex.
"Dances for Izadora," choreographed by the late Jose Limon on
1971 has been reconstructed by Gary
Masters, a member of Limon’s New
York based company, according to the
director of SJSU’s dance company,
Fred Mathews.
Masters is a guest artist in residence at SJSt 1 and has done some of

Three jazz groups
play today at noon

Linion’s other works for the San Jose
Cleveland Ballet Company.
The primary dance members are
Christy Wyant, Robert Regala,
Hsiang-Hsui Lin and Shelle Loder.
An SJSU dance graduate student
Bih-Tau Sung will perform as a guest
artist along with the guest company,
"Dances For ’Fwii" whose members
are Jenny M. Alliler and Donn
Leach.
"We have a very strong dance

mai.
ding to Mathews.
Ile said the company performs about
20 times a year, last year in Santa
Anna, but this is their first time in
Berkeley and creates a "new
exchange."
SJSU’s dance company will be visiting the Berkley campus as part of
their exchange on Friday in the Studio
Theatre at Zellerbach Auditorium in
Berkeley.

Join the Spartan
Daily staff

Latin Jazz Ensemble, John
Santos and The Machete
Ensemble jam at Concert Hall
Ity Sandy !Ivy mien
Daily staff wnter
SJSU’s Latin Jazz Ensemble, John
Santos and The Machete Ensemble
will be performing today in the
SJSU’s Music Concert Hall beginning
at 7:30 p.m.
Santos and his group promote
themselves as on the premiere Latin Jazz Ensembles in the world today.
Ihe group’s first album, Africa Vol. I,
came out in 1988 on the Machete
Records label, which is Santos’ own.
Not including the Machete group,
Santos has a long list of credits. Some
in the list include Dizzy Gillespie,
Pete Escovedo and Santana as well as
directing his current group and Coro
folkloric Kindembo.

Since he was young,t his native
San Franciscan has been studying
music with an emphasis on Afro-Latin
music. Since 1971 he has performed
as band leader percussionist and
vocalist
With 20 albums under his belt,
Santos is currently touring the major
jazz festivals and other jazz events
with Machete. Beginning in 1973 he
performed in the expanded his performance to South America and Europe.
Santos has also had some of his writings appear in "Modern Drummer"
and "Percussive Notes."
Tuesday’s event is being sponsored
by the A.S. Program Board, admission
is S5 for students and $8 general
admission. For more information, call
9244,N. I

s.

Associated Students Program Board present

SPARTAN NIGHT
at the TIED HOUSE
-with individual gourmet
4- cheese pizzas for only $2.09!

SJSU: Own Award Winning Ensemble
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